A ring R is called k -primitive if it has a faithful cyclic critical right module C with \C\ = k. We first show that k -primitive rings with Krull dimension have many properties in common with prime rings. For the case where JR is a PWD with a faithful critical right ideal, we obtain an internal characterization.
1. Introduction. Let I? be a ring with Krull dimension. Then R is prime if and only if R has a faithful compressible right Rmodule. In this paper we consider a broader class of rings, those which have a faithful cyclic critical right R -module. From [2] such a ring is called a k-primitive ring where k denotes the Krull dimension of the faithful critical.
In the case where the faithful critical is nonsingular, these rings exhibit many of the properties of prime rings. Not all k -primitive rings have this additional property as an example in §4 shows. We call a k -primitive ring whose faithful critical is nonsingular, a nonsingularly k-primitive ring. Section 2 is devoted to showing some of the similarities with prime rings.
In §3 we consider piecewise domains (PWD) which are k-primitive rings. An internal characterization of PWD's with faithful critical right ideal is obtained, which is our main result.
All rings will have identity, and the modules are right unital. The singular submodule of a module M R is denoted Z(M). If X is a subset of R, then ann X'or X r denotes the right annihilator of X in R. The Krull dimension of a module M R is denoted by |M|. A certain familiarity with the definitions and basic results concerning Krull dimension is assumed. See [5] for reference.
Proof. That P is a nonessential minimal prime is straightforward. The module C contains a nonzero submodule C* where ann C* = P. Since C* is a nonsingular, faithful i?/P-module, then by 2.1 \R\ = \C*\ = \R/P\. PROPOSITION 
If H is not essential, there exists a right ideal / such that I (Ί H = 0. Then IH = 0 which implies H C ass C = P by [2, Proposition 3.2] .
(2) This follows from (1) . (3) If 0 = Pi Π ΓΊ P n is an irredundant intersection of minimal primes, then P ι is not large and hence F, = P by (2) for each i. Thus P = 0.
(4) If U is uniform and U Π P = 0, then U=U + P/PC RIP. Since uniform right ideals of a prime ring are compressible, the result follows. Proof. Since P = ass C is not large, there exists a critical right ideal D / 0 such that D Π P = 0. By 2.3 (4) D is compressible. Let K/ 0 be any compressible right ideal. Then KD/0 since Df£ P = ass C. Thus there exists a E K and a monomorphism D -> aD C X. Since K is compressible, X is subisomorphic to aD and hence to D. Since being subisomorphic is a transitive property, any two compressible right ideals are subisomorphic. COROLLARY 2.6. Let R be a nonsingularly k-primitive ring with the nonessential prime P/0. Then P contains an isomorphic copy of all uniform right ideals.
3.
k -primitive piecewise domains. Let JR be a ring with
Krull dimension and suppose that R is a piecewise domain with a faithful critical right ideal. Then R is nonsingularly k -primitive and is, in general, not prime. We assume these rings have a faithful critical right ideal. In § 4 we provide an example to show that this need not always be the case. From [7] we have DEFINITION 3.1. A ring J? is a piecewise domain (PWD) with respect to a complete set of orthogonal idempotents e u * ,e n if x £ e,Re b y E e k Kt } then xy -0 implies x -0 or y = 0.
In [7, p. 554 ] the following criterion is given for R to be a PWD. R is a PWD with respect to the complete set of orthogonal idempotents {e t } if and only if every nonzero element of Hom R (e ι R,R) is a monomorphism. PROPOSITION 
Let R be a ring with Krull dimension.
Then R is a PWD with faithful critical right ideal if and only if R -Σ 0 eJR where e t R is critical for every i and e,R is faithful and nonsingular for some /. In this case R is nonsingularly k -primitive.
Proof. Suppose J? is a PWD
with faithful critical right ideal. Then i?=X0^jR where e u •••,£" is a complete set of orthogonal idempotents. Since C is faithful, Ce t R ^ 0 for all i. Hence for any given i there exists c EC such that ce t R^0.
We can therefore define a homomorphism θ of e,R into C using c and by [7, p. 554 ] the mapping θ is a monomorphism. Thus e t R is critical. Now RCj^ 0 which implies e } RC/ 0 for some /. By [8, Lemma 1] , Z(R) = 0 and thus the mapping determined by the relation e/CV 0 is a monomorphism. So C is subisomorphic to at least one e } R and
Z(ejR) = 0.
Conversely suppose R -S 0 e.i? where e t R is critical. Since e } R is faithful and nonsingular by 2.4 we know that R is very smooth. So consider a mapping f:e t R->R. If Ker /y 0 then |/(e,i?)| = I e z i? /Ker /1 < I e,R \ = | JR |. Thus necessarily / = 0.
The same technique employed in the above proof shows that any two faithful critical right ideals of a PWD are subisomorphic. Furthermore the faithful critical right ideal contains an isomorphic copy of every critical right ideal. Thus Q contains all critical right ideals and hence R C O which is impossible.
In [8, Theorem 2] Gordon obtains an internal characterization of prime right Goldie rings which are PWD's. In the following theorem we obtain an internal characterization for a nonsingularly k-primitive ring with a faithful critical right ideal which is a PWD. . Then i? is isomorphic to the matrix ring with (i,/) entries in A i; = Hom R (C ; , C), which are monomorphisms or zero. Since Z(i?) = 0 by [7] , then Z(C) = 0.
(1) If / > 5, and / ^ s, then Hom(C ; , Q) = 0 since these C f are not faithful. Similarly, Hom(Q Q) = 0 ί > m, y ^ m, since these Q are not compressible, and the Q are compressible (using the fact that submodules of compressible modules are compressible). This proves (1).
(2) If Q is faithful, then QQφ 0 for all / and Hom(C 7 , Q)φO for all /. If Q is compressible, then QQ φ 0 for any i. Hence Hom(Q, Q) φ 0. This proves (2) . (3) An is a domain, since R is FWD ring. (4) For y^ra, let K i} be an A ;7 submodule of A Ψ Let K* 7 = {(α r ,)| a i} E Xi ; , and α rί = 0 otherwise}. Let D* be as in the theorem, then D x φ0 by (2) and A is a right ideal of R because of (1) . Let S x = K*jR + DJA. Then 5, C C/A Then the mapping K i} -> S t is a lattice isomorphism of the lattice of submodules of A i} over A n into the lattice of submodules of CJDi over R. Since C f is critical and since Ό^ 0, then the Krull dimension of Λ iy over A ;> must be less than fc.
(5) The first part follows since ass C = P is equal to C λ 4-+ C m by 3.3 and A = JR/P. Now each D { is a submodule of a critical module, and hence is critical over R. But the lattice of modules of D t over R is the same as the lattice of D, over A, and D t is critical over A, and since the Krull dimension of D έ over R is fc, then | D, | over A is also fc.
Conversely, let R be a PWD satisfying these conditions and let Q denote the ith row of the matrix. We will show that Q is critical, and that C h i = 1,2, , s is faithful. Since R is a PWD, and using (2), we have that C,, for / = 1,2, , 5 is faithful. We now show d is fccritical. Let M 2 be a nonzero submodule of CΊ over R. Let M 1; = {α E Aiy I α is the (1,/) entry of some member of MJ. Then Mi y ^ 0 for / > m. Now for / ^ m, M 1; is an A /; module. Thus by (4), the Krull dimension of A^/My over A y7 is less than k. If N = Σ / n =m+1 Mί, where M*i = {{a rt )\ a u E M u and a rt = 0 otherwise}, then JV is not zero, and by (4), the Krull dimension of DJN over A is less than k. Thus with each submodule of CJM l9 we can associate an A 7/ submodule of Ai ; /M l7 , one for each 7 ^ m, and a factor module Di/N of D 1 as an A-module. We construct a lattice isomorphism from the submodules of CΊ/M1 into the lattice of submodules of Γ = Λ 11 /M 11 φ φΛ lB /M lM φA/N over S = A Π 0 0A wm 0A, where in Γ s we have scalar multiplication defined as coordinate multiplication by elements of the ring 5. Now the Krull dimension of Au/Mu is less than k over A« for 1 g i S m, and similarly for Di/JV over A. Hence the Krull dimension of T over 5 is less than k. Thus | CJM λ \ < k. Since Ό x over A has Krull dimension fc, one can show that C x has Krull dimension k over R in a similar fashion. Thus C λ is k -critical. Since R = C x φ φ C n and Ci is faithful, then each C, is i? isomorphic to a submodule of C u and hence is critical of Krull dimension k. Thus R\ = k.
Examples and questions.
Using the results of §3, one can easily construct nonsingularly k -primitive rings. Let / a right Noetherian integral domain, where \I\ = K and I[x] be the polynomial ring with commuting x. We construct three matrix rings of this type In regard to questions 1 and 2, if our ring R has the regularity condition (See [6] ), and if N is prime, then R is a prime ring.
To give an example of a nonsingularly k -primitive PWD where the faithful cyclic is hot imbeddable in R consider a field F with a derivation ('). Let M = F[x] ®F [x] .
Then M is a right F[x] module under (/> g)h = (fl 1 * gh), and M is a left F module under α(/, g) = (af + α'g, αg), a E F. Thus M is a bimodule, and the matrices " pf , form a ring.
where N = {(0J(x)\f(x)E F[x]}. Then I is not large, and contains no two-sided ideals. In addition C = R/I is critical. In fact, if C 0^0 is a submodule of C, then C/C o is Artinian. One can show that C cannot be embedded in JR, and Z(C) = 0. One can also show that no right ideal of JR is faithful and critical. Hence R is a nonsingularly 1-primitive ring without a faithful critical right ideal.
In the case where R is k -primitive but the faithful critical is not nonsingular, then R may not have the properties established in §2. Consider the following example. Let A = F[x, (')][*] where F is a field with derivative (') as in [3, p. 55] , and z commutes with x. Let Ώ _\F AlxAΛ
R~U

A J
The first row of R is a faithful cyclic critical C which is not nonsingular. Now |C| = 1 and \R\ = 2. Thus JR is not very smooth. In addition, R does not satisfy the regularity condition. Hence R does not have an Artinian classical right quotient ring.
